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Abstract. The quality-of-service (QoS) communication that supports mobile applications to guarantee bandwidth

utilization is an important issue for Bluetooth wireless personal area networks (WPANs). In this paper, we address

the problem of on-demand QoS routing with interpiconet scheduling in Bluetooth WPANs. A credit-based QoS

(CQ) routing protocol is developed which considers different Bluetooth packet types, because different types

of Bluetooth packets have different bandwidth utilization levels. This work improves the bandwidth utilization of

Bluetooth scatternets by providing a new interpiconet scheduling scheme. This paper mainly proposes a centralized

algorithm to improve the bandwidth utilization for the on-demand QoS routing protocol. The centralized algorithm

incurs the scalability problem. To alleviate the scalability problem, a distributed algorithm is also investigated

in this work. The performance analysis illustrates that our credit-based QoS routing protocol achieves enhanced

performance compared to existing QoS routing protocols.

Keywords: Bluetooth, mobile computing, quality-of-service (QoS), routing protocol, wireless personal area net-

work.

1. Introduction

Bluetooth is a low-power short-range wireless network technology that is designed to provide
a cableless wireless communication environment for various kinds of personal communica-
tion system (PCS) devices, such as mobile phones, laptop computers, cordless headsets, and
personal digital assistants (PDAs). On the basis of the IEEE 802.15.1 standard [1], Bluetooth
devices establish wireless personal area networks (WPANs) that are similar to ad hoc network
environments to provide wireless PCSs for supporting many valuable mobile applications.
To build WPANs, Bluetooth devices can be used to provide useful services such as wireless
Internet access or mobile multimedia applications in mobile ad hoc network (MANET) sys-
tems [2, 3]. Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNETs) have been widely investigated, and
these are constituted by a large number of low-power sensor nodes. According to limitations
of low power and low costs of each sensor node, the characteristic of the Bluetooth is most
closely matched to WSNETs, especially with regard to supporting multimedia services with
high bandwidth requirements.

The design issues of a Bluetooth scatternet are still an open issue, because no detailed
definition of scatternet formation is defined in the Bluetooth specifications [1]. Many scatternet
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formation protocols have recently been proposed [4–7]. In addition, a number of researchers
have addressed the issues of routing, scheduling, and QoS-extension routing in Bluetooth
networks. First, on-demand routing approaches in Bluetooth scatternets were investigated
[8–10]. Liu et al. [9] proposed an on-demand routing approach which combined scatternet
formation techniques. With this on-demand protocol, it is not necessary to update and maintain
the routing information in a routing table, but the Bluetooth core protocols need to be changed
in order to offer on-demand routing capability. Bhagwat et al. [8] proposed an efficient method
for route discovery and packet forwarding by encoding source route paths. Recently, Prabhu
et al. [10] considered the power control capability in order to increase the network lifetime of
Bluetooth scatternets.

In the Bluetooth specifications [1], round-robin (RR) scheduling is used, but has a time-
slot wastage problem. Many scheduling results for Bluetooth networks have been investigated
[11–13], and these attempted to ameliorate the time-slot wastage problem. First, an efficient
pattern-matching polling (PMP) policy for data-link scheduling was proposed by Lin et al.
[12]. To consider a piconet, the PMP policy calculates different combinations of Bluetooth
packet types to search for better polling patterns. The system bandwidth is thus improved,
especially for asymmetrical traffic. Yang et al. [13] proposed two scheduling policies, look-
ahead (LA) and look-ahead round robin (LARR), to improve the conventional RR scheduling
policy. Lin et al. [11] additionally proposed a power-saving scheduling scheme which utilizes
the sniff mode. These protocols only provide piconet scheduling results.

Many researchers [14–17] have recently attempted to develop QoS-extension routing
scheduling in Bluetooth scatternets. First, Cordeiro et al. [16] proposed dynamic slot assign-
ment (DSA) and enhanced DSA (EDSA) schemes. A direct slave-to-slave communication
model is presented in [16] to provide QoS requirements with better bandwidth utilization,
shorter delays, lower overhead, and lower power utilization. Unfortunately, no interpiconet
scheduling mechanism has been devised for when the source and destination nodes are lo-
cated in distinct piconets. Baatz et al. [14, 15] indicated some scheduling design difficulties;
for instance, a master cannot assume its slaves are always in the listening mode. They [14, 15]
addressed the credit scheme and adaptive presence point density (APPD) scheme to provide a
scatternet scheduling mechanism. Using the sniff mode, their scheduling mechanisms can be
achieved without modification of the Bluetooth specifications [14, 15].

A QoS scheduling mechanism for scatternets was recently investigated by Kim et al.
[17]. They presented a QoS-aware scheduling algorithm to resolve the contentious problem
of bridge devices for Bluetooth scatternets, and investigated both centralized and distributed
scheduling algorithms. The algorithms proposed by Kim et al. are only suitable for tree-
structure scatternets [7]. The success rate of QoS-aware scheduling algorithms drops off for
non-tree-structure scatternets. It also degrades the bandwidth utilization of each Bluetooth
device.

In this paper, we address these on-demand quality-of-service routing and interpiconet
scheduling problems. A credit-based QoS (CQ) routing protocol is developed which considers
different Bluetooth packet types which have different bandwidth utilization levels [12]. This
concept can improve the bandwidth utilization of Bluetooth scatternets. Interpiconet schedul-
ing problems can be resolved by using our CQ approach. Observe that this paper mainly
proposes a centralized algorithm to improve the bandwidth utilization for the on-demand QoS
routing protocol. The centralized algorithm incurs the scalability problem. To alleviate the
scalability problem, a distributed algorithm is also investigated in this work. The simulation
results illustrate that our CQ routing algorithm performs better than Kim et al.’s approach [17].
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminary
concepts. In Section 3, we develop the centralized QoS routing protocol, and the distributed
QoS routing protocol is presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the experimental results.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Preliminary Concepts

In this section we discuss some background of this work. We give an overview of information
on Bluetooth technology. Existing result presented by Kim et al. [17] which motivated our
investigation is described.

2.1. ACL/SCO LINK PROPERTIES OF BLUETOOTH

According to Bluetooth specifications [1], each Bluetooth device [1] performs inquiry/inquiry
scan and page/page scan processes to form a piconet. A scatternet is usually comprised of a set
of piconets via relay (bridge) devices to extend the transmission range. After the inquiry/inquiry
scan and page/page scan processes have been carried out, a Bluetooth device may enter into the
connection state. In the connection state, two types of traffic links are used: the asynchronous
connectionless (ACL) link and the synchronous connection-oriented (SCO) link. The ACL link
provides data communication, while the SCO link supports circuit-switched connections for
time-bounded information, such as audio transmissions. Observe that packets in SCO links are
not retransmitted. This paper only discusses QoS problems for data transmission in ACL links.

In the following, we only investigate QoS issues in ACL links. The packet of an ACL link
may have one, three, or five time slots as shown in Table 1 [1, 12]. The DM and DH packet types
stand for data with medium and high rates, respectively. DM-type packets contain a forward
error correction (FEC), but the DH-type packets do not contain the FEC. The bandwidth
utilization is calculated by the amount of the data payload (bytes) for one packet type (DM1,
DM3, DM5, DH1, DH3, or DH5) divided by the number of time slots used by that packet
type. For instance, the bandwidth utilization of the DM5 packet is 44.8 bytes/slot (224/5 =
44.8), where the payload of the DM5 packet is 224 bytes and the number of time slots used
is five. In addition, the bandwidth utilizations of the DM1, DM3, DM5, DH1, DH3, and DH5
packets are shown in Table 1. For instance, the bandwidth utilization of DM1 (17.0) < that
of DM3 (40.3) < that of DM5 (44.8). Similar results for DH1, DH3, and DH5 are given in
Table 1. This fact motivated us to develop an efficient QoS routing protocol in this work by
taking different packet types with various bandwidth utilization levels into account.

Table 1. Bluetooth ACL data packets

Type Used payload (bytes) FEC (forward error correction) Bandwidth utilization bytes/slot)

DM1 17 Yes 17.0

DM3 121 Yes 40.3

DM5 224 Yes 44.8

DH1 27 No 27.0

DH3 183 No 61.0

DH5 339 No 67.8
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Figure 1. All conditions concerning communication between master and slaves.

In a piconet, a master transmits data to slaves in even-numbered time slots, and slaves
always transmit data to the master in odd-numbered time slots. This can be achieved since
the packet numbers of DMx and DHx are odd numbers, where x is 1, 3, or 5. One master and
three slaves exist in a piconet, and the DMx packets are used for transmitting data as shown
in Figure 1. For instance, the master polls the slaves, and the slaves transmit DM1, DM3, and
DM5 packets back to the master as shown in Figure 1(a). The master directly transmits DM1,
DM3, and DM5 packets to slaves as shown in Figure 1(c), and then the ACK. message is
returned from the slave to the master.

A high-performance QoS routing protocol is designed if the protocol has better time slot

utilization. To explain time-slot utilization, let L(X, Y ) or
←→
XY denote the traffic link between

Bluetooth devices X and Y, where X and Y are the source and destination devices, respec-
tively. Assume that there are δ time slots in a polling interval or cycle time. The black time
slot denotes the busy time slot. Let (α1, α2, . . . , αl) denote the time slots in a polling interval
of a Bluetooth device, where l = 16 or 32. As illustrated in Figure 1(b), a polling interval
has 16 time slots. Time slots 1 and 2 are busy time slots for L(S1, M), time slots 2, 3, 4,
and 5 are busy for L(S2, M), and time slots from 6 to 11 are busy for L(S3, M). This con-
dition can be formally represented as DM1, DM3, and DM5 packets occupying time slots
(α1, α2), (α1, α2, α3, α4), and (α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6), respectively. For instance as shown in
Figure 1(b), L(S1, M), L(S2, M), and L(S3, M) occupy time slots (0,1), (2, 3, 4, 5), and (6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11), respectively. Other examples are shown in Figure 1(d).

Consider link L(S1, M) as illustrated in Figure 1(a), master M polls slave S1 in time
slot “0”, and slave S1 transmits packet DM1 to master M in time slot “1”. Transmission
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DM1 uses even-numbered time slots. Other links, L(S2, M) and L(S3, M), for DM3 and
DM5 using even-numbered time slots are also given in Figure 1(a). Similar results for links
L(M, S1), L(M, S2), and L(M, S3) with DM1, DM3, and DM5 packets using even-numbered
time slots are illustrated in Figure 1(c). To simplify our presentation, we only discuss the
time-slot reservation scheme for even-numbered time slots to indicate the fact that each traffic
pair adds the POLL or ACK, packets.

2.2. BASIC IDEA OF THE CQ PR OTOCOL

Lower bandwidth utilization of each Bluetooth device is the drawback of Kim et al.’s approach
[17], because their approach mainly attempts to improve the success rate of searching for a QoS
route by only utilizing DM1 packets. Using only DM1 packets leads to the problem of lower
bandwidth utilization. For simplicity, we only describe the case of handling DM-type packets
in our CQ protocol. Similar operations can be applied to DH-type packets. Furthermore, Kim
et al.’s approach [17] is only suitable for tree-structure scatternets [7]. Lower success rates
of searching for QoS routes are obtained with non-tree-structure scatternets. To improve the
bandwidth utilization and success rate, a new QoS scheduling scheme was investigated which
not only adopts DM1 packets but also uses DM3 and DM5 packets for the QoS scheduling. The
basic idea of this protocol is to take advantage from the different types of Bluetooth packets
that allow obtaining different bandwidth utilization levels, in contrast with previous works in
which only DM1 packets are used, deriving in a lower bandwidth utilization.

Let {α1, α2, . . . , αk} denote a free time slot list of a Bluetooth device. For example, given
sub-path (B,g,a) as shown in Figure 2(a), two DM1 packets at time slots (2, 3) and (14, 15)

are used in link
←→
Bg , and one DM1 packet at time slot (10, 11) is used in link

←→
ga , where g is

a bridge device and free time slot lists of B, g, and a are {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13},
{0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13}, and {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15}, respectively. Before de-
scribing our basic idea, we point out the result of Kim et al.’s scheme by giving an example.
In the example, we find a QoS route (S, e, B, g, a, D) with the QoS requirement of transmit-
ting 51 bytes. Figure 2(b) shows the initial bandwidth utilization of the Bluetooth scatternet.
The divide-and-conquer approach in [17] repeatedly splits the traffic-load matrix into traffic-
load sub-matrices until the sub-matrix contains only DM1 packets. This work guarantees the
contention-free of the time slot reservation. Only DM1 packets are used to construct a QoS
route. For example as shown in Figure 3, three DM1 packets, (2, 3), (8, 9), and (14, 15), are

used in link
←→
Se , three DM1 packets, (0, 1), (4, 5), and (10, 11), are used in link

←→
eB , and three

DM1 packets, (6, 7), (8, 9), and (12, 13) are used in link
←→
Bg . But since it cannot find three

DM1 packets in link
←→
ga , therefore it failed to search for a QoS route.

To transmit 51 bytes, we can use three DM1 packets (six time slots) or one DM3 packet
(four time slots) from Table 1. Our main idea is to use DM5, DM3, and DM1 packets to achieve
the goal of using fewer free time slots. This work mainly improves the bandwidth utilization
and increases the success rate when searching for a QoS route. Given the same scenario as in
Figure 2, the QoS scheduling is failed as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 gives a successful QoS
scheduling result using our new scheduling scheme. In this example, a DM3 packet (0, 1, 2,

3) is used in link
←→
Se , a DM3 packet (8, 9, 10, 11) is utilized in link

←→
eB , three DM1 packets,

(0, 1), (4, 5), and (12, 13), are used in link
←→
Bg , and the DM3 packet (6, 7, 8, 9) is occupied in

link
←→
ga . The DM3 packet (6, 7, 8, 9) is finally used in link

←→
aD. Therefore, a QoS route (S, e,

B, g, a, D) with the QoS requirement of transmitting 51 bytes is successfully constructed.
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Figure 2. Bandwidth usage of a Bluetooth scatternet.

Figure 3. QoS scheduling result using Kim et al.’s algorithm.

It is mentioned in Table 1 that the bandwidth utilization of different packet types greatly
differs. Packets with different types of support for QoS requests produce different band-
width utilization levels. When a slave retains data to be transmitted, the slave must wait for
a POLL packet sent from the master during a polling interval. If a scheduling method only
uses DM1 packets for the QoS requirement, then the master wastes a great number of time
slots when sending the POLL packet. This obviously causes the problem of low bandwidth
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Figure 4. QoS scheduling result using our scheme.

utilization and degradation of the success rate. Developing a new scheduling scheme by adopt-
ing DM1, DM3, and DM5 packets is the key idea of our work. From Johansson et al.’s [18]
investigation, the scheduling problem of finding the minimum assigned time slots in Blue-
tooth scatternets is an NP-complete problem. Some scheduling schemes were developed by
Chen et al. [2, 3] for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Chen et al. [2, 3] investigated
the hidden-terminal problem between each mobile node when searching for a QoS route in
MANETs. The key difference between developing QoS routes in MANETs and in Bluetooth
scatternets is that a Bluetooth device cannot participate in more than one piconet at the same
time. Efforts are made to develop a new, efficient QoS scheduling mechanism for Bluetooth
scatternets. In the following, we propose centralized and distributed algorithms to develop
efficient QoS scheduling in Bluetooth scatternets. The objectives of this work were not only
to improve the bandwidth utilization but also increase the success rate of constructing a QoS
route.

3. A Centralized On-Demand QoS Routing Protocol

To optimize the bandwidth utilization of a QoS route in a Bluetooth WPAN, a centralized
QoS routing protocol is presented in this section. The main contribution of this work is to
develop the centralized algorithm. The centralized algorithm is used to construct a QoS route
which satisfies the QoS requirement, from a source node to a destination node, over a preformed
Bluetooth scatternet [4–7]. A multi-hop scatternet is initially constructed by existing scatternet
formation algorithms [4–7]. Each bridge device between two piconets in a scatternet maintains
two different piconet clocks and corresponding hopping sequences to support the reasonable
assumptions of the QoS time-slot reservations [4–7].

To improve the system performance, we developed a new and more-efficient QoS rout-
ing protocol by taking the factor of different-type packets with different bandwidth levels
of utilization into account. To achieve high bandwidth utilization and high success rates of
finding a QoS route, the centralized on-demand QoS routing protocol uses the development
of free time-slot information collection and time-slot reservation phases. In the free time-slot
information collection phase, many different paths, from a source node, with all free time-slot
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information of all links, are received at the destination node. In the time-slot reservation phase,
both credit-based and optimal algorithms of time-slot reservation are given.

3.1. PHASE I: FREE TI M E-SLOT INFORMATION COLLECTION

A Bluetooth scatternet is assumed to initially be formed by existing formation protocols [4, 5,
6, 7]. The detailed collection of free time-slot information from source to destination nodes is
performed. The source node initiates the QoS REQuest, or BQ REQ, packet and floods into
Bluetooth scatternets until the BQ REQ packets arrive at the destination node. Each BQ REQ
packet records all free time-slot information of links along a path from the source node to the
destination node. The destination node receives information on many different paths, therefore
a sub-graph with useful free time-slot information from the source node to the destination node
is rebuilt at the destination node. Utilizing the sub-graph with useful free time-slot information
allows us to develop near-optimal and optimal time-slot reservations.

In the following, we describe how to calculate free time slots between two adjacent nodes in
Bluetooth scatternets. Let {α1, α2, . . . , αk} denote a free time-slot set for a Bluetooth device in a
Bluetooth scatternet. For instance as shown in Figure 5(a), {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15}
is the free time-slot set of node S. Given a pair of adjacent nodes, A and B, free time-
slot sets of A and B are {α1, α2, . . . , αk1

} and {β1, β2, . . . , βk2
} where k1 �= k2. As men-

tioned in Section II,
←→
AB denotes the link between adjacent nodes A and B. An intersec-

tion function, ∩({α1, α2, . . . , αk1
}, {β1, β2, . . . , βk2

}) = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3
}, is executed for link←→

AB to calculate the shared free time slots of nodes A and B, where {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3
} ∈

{α1, α2, . . . , αk1
}, {β1, β2, . . . , βk2

}, and k3 ≤ min(k1, k2). For example as illustrated in Figure

5(b), the free time-slot list of link
←→
Bg is {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13} = ∩({0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11, 12, 13}, {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13}). The BQ REQ packet is defined as BQ REQ
(S ADDR, D ADDR, FT, PL, FTSL, BR, TTL), where the detailed definition is given in Table 2.
The algorithm of free time-slot information collection is given below.

(A1) Source node S initiates and floods a BQ REQ(S ADDR = S, D ADDR = D, FT =
{α1, α2, . . . , αk1

}, PL={}, FTSL={}, BR, TTL) packet into a Bluetooth scatternet, where
D is the destination node, BR is the QoS requirement, and TTL is the time-to-live value.

(A2) If node e receives a BQ REQ(S ADDR= S, D ADDR= D, current FT, current PL, cur-
rent FTSL, BR, current TTL) packet from node e′ in the Bluetooth scatternet, the cur-
rent TTL and D ADDR fields are checked, and four cases are considered.

Table 2. Detailed definition of a BQ REQ packet

Packet field Field description

S ADDR Source node address

D ADDR Destination node address

FT Free time slots of the current node

PL List of node information that records the path from the source to the current traversed node

FTSL Free time-slot list of links, each of which records the shared free time siots among the current

traversed node and the last node recorded in the PL

BR QoS requirement of the source host

TTL Time to live: limitation of the hop-length in the search path
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Figure 5. Free time slots of each node and the shared free time-slot list of each link.

(B1) If current TTL is equal to zero and node e is not equal to D ADDR of the BQ REQ
packet, then the current BQ REQ packet is dropped.

(B2) If the shared free time slots {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3
} of link

←→
e′e cannot satisfy the QoS

requirement, BR, then the current BQ REQ packet is dropped.
(B3) If node e is equal to D ADDR, then go to step A3.
(B4) Node e appends e into the current PL field and adds {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3

} into the
current FTSL field, and decreases the value of the current TTL. Node e floods
BQ REQ(S, D, itself FT, {current PL, e}, current FTSL∪{γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3}, BR, cur-
rent TTL - 1) into the Bluetooth scatternet, where itself FT is the free time-slot list
of node e.
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(A3) Destination node D waits for a period of time to receive many different BQ REQ packets
from the source node.

For example as shown in Figure 5(b)(c), BQ REQ(S, D, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15},
{S, e, B, g, a, D}, [{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15}, {0, 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11}, {0, 1, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13}, {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}], 51, 0) and BQ REQ(S, D, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 14, 15}, {S, f , B, g, a, D}, [{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15}, {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13}, {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13}, {0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}], 51, 0) packets are received
at destination node D.

3.2. PHASE II : TIME-SLOT RESERVATION

To reserve time slots for constructing a QoS route with better and optimal bandwidth utiliza-
tion, two centralized algorithms, (1) a credit-based algorithm and (2) an optimal algorithm,
are presented as follows.

3.2.1. Credit-Based Algorithm
Packets comprised of different packet types used for the same QoS requirement result in
different bandwidth utilization levels. To assign time slots to each link while considering
different packet types, a better QoS route with high bandwidth utilization is presented. First,
each link is assigned a different priority value. This value indicates the degree of influence with
that link has with its neighboring links. A credit-based algorithm is developed based on the
priority value of finding a QoS route with lower influence by neighboring links. The detailed
description follows.

After collecting many BQ REQ packets from a source node, all free time-slot information
is obtained at the destination node. The destination node chooses one of them and performs the
following operation. Without loss of generality, a path (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , Mi , si ) is chosen
where the source and destination nodes are s0 and si . A shared free-time slot matrix, M f , is used

to indicate information of the shared free time slots of links
←→

s0 Mi ,
←→

M1s1,
←→

s1 M2, . . ., and
←→
Mi si

of route (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , Mi si . Each row of matrix M f denotes the shared free time slots
of links s0 M1, M1s1, s1 M2, . . . , and Mi si . For instance, consider route (S,e,B,g,a,D) as il-
lustrated in Figure 5(b), matrix M f is constructed of links L(S, e), L(e, B), L(B, g), L(g, a),
and L(a,D) as illustrated in Figure 8(a). The first row of matrix M f is {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15} for L(S,e). Let F(X, Y ) and B(X, Y ) respectively denote the free

time slots and busy time slots of link L(X, Y ) or
←→
XY . For example as shown in Figure 6,

F(e, B) = {0, 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11} and B(e, B) = {2, 3, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15}.
Given route (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X, Y, Z . . . , Mi , si ), we consider three adjacent links,

W X ,
←→
XY , and

←→
Y Z along the route. Number list P(δ)L(X,Y ),L(Y,Z ) is constructed by P(δi )L(X,Y ),

L(Y,Z ) where 0 ≤ i ≤ polling interval. Each P(δi )L(X,Y ),L(Y,Z ) denotes a credit value of i-th
time slots for links L(X, Y ) and L(Y, Z ) as follows.

P(δi )L(X,Y ),L(Y,Z ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, if δi ∈ B(X, Y ),

1, if δi ∈ F(X, Y ) ∩ F(Y, Z ), where
0 ≤ i < polling interval

2, otherwise;

(1)
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Figure 6. Example of the priority of the time-slot operation.

Similarly, number list P(δ)L(X,Y ),L(W,X ) is used to denote the credit values of links L(X, Y )
and L(W, X ), where every P(δi )L(X,Y ),L(W,X ) is defined below.

P(δi )L(X,Y ),L(W,X ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, if δi ∈ B(X, Y ),

1, if δi ∈ F(X, Y ) ∩ F(W, X ), where
0 ≤ i < polling interval

2, otherwise;

(2)

For instance as shown in Figure 6(a) and (b), P(δ)L(e,B),L(B,g)=1100110011220000 and
P(δ)L(e,B),L(S,e)=1100110011110000. Each number in the number list of P(δi )L(X,Y ),L(Y,Z ) and

P(δi )L(X,Y ),L(W,X ) ranges from 0 to 2, where ‘0’ denotes that the i-th time slot of
←→
XY is busy,

‘1’ denotes that the i-th time slots of
←→
X A and

←→
W X are free, and ‘2’ denotes that the i-th time

slot of
←→
X A is free but the i-th time slot of

←→
W X cannot be used. The value of ‘2’ is the case

of low influence of neighboring nodes. Therefore, the value of ‘2’ has the highest priority. A
similar rule can be applied to P(δi )L(X,Y ),L(W,X ). Finally, a sum of the number list is calculated
by P(δ)L(X,Y ),L(Y,Z ) + P(δ)L(X,Y ),L(W,X ), where each number in the number list ranges from 0
to 4. For instance, P(δ)L(e,B),L(S,e) + P(δ)L(e,B)(B,g)=2200220022330000. The higher value in
the sum number list is picked first because it has a lower influence capability.

Let p denote the permutation of any packet types to satisfy the QoS requirement. For
example as shown in Figure 7, the QoS requirement is 224 bytes per cycle time, and four
different packet types are produced, i.e., p = 4; (1) a DM5 packet, (2) two DM3 packets,
(3) one DM3 packet and eight DM1 packets, and (4) 16 DM1 packets. For the other example
shown in Figure 8(a), p = 2 for the QoS requirement of 51 bytes for L(e, B) and one DM3
packet and three DM1 packets are produced.

With P(δ)L(e,B),L(S,e) + P(δ)L(e,B),L(B,g), there are m conditions of time reservation if we
only consider one kind of packet type to satisfy the QoS requirement. For the same example of
L(e, B) shown in Figure 8(a), if we consider one DM3 packet, it can be reserved for time slot
(8, 9, 10, 11). Therefore, m = 1. If we consider three DM1 packets, they can be reserved on (0,
1), (4, 5), and (8, 9) or (0, 1), (4, 5) and (10, 11). Therefore, m = 2. Therefore, a computation
time on O(m · p) is needed for the one-hop time reservation.
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Figure 7. Permutation of each packet type.
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Figure 8. Time slots reserved step-by-step by the CCQ approach.

Given path (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X, Y, Z , . . . , Mi , si ), if we have matrix M f and infor-
mation on the summed number lists P(δ)L(e,B),L(S,e)+P(δ)L(e,B),L(B,g) then time-slot reservation
is given as follows.

(C1) Link L(X, Y ) is selected from (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X, Y, Z , . . . , Mi , si ) with a lower
number of shared free time slots, such that route (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X, Y, Z , . . . ,
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Mi , si ) can be divided into two subpaths, (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X ) and (Y, Z , . . . , Mi ,

si ), with two sub-matrices, M ′
f and M ′′

f , where M f = M ′
f + M ′′

f . If there is more than
one link with the same fewer number of free time slots, then we randomly select one
link from them.

(C2) With the QoS requirement, we first try possible DM5 packets to satisfy the QoS re-
quirement of link L(X, Y ). If these do not satisfy the QoS requirement, we continue
to try possible DM3 packets to satisfy the QoS requirement. Then, if the QoS re-
quirement is still not satisfied, we continue to try possible DM1 packets to satisfy
it. All of the above operations depend on the priority of the summed number lists of
P(δ)L(X,Y ),L(Y,Z ) + P(δ)L(X,Y ),L(W,X ).

(D1) The time-slot reservation operations of steps C1 and C2 on sub-path (s0, M1, s1,

M2, . . . , W, X ) are recursively performed with sub-matrix M ′
f .

(D2) The time-slot reservation operations of steps C1 and C2 on sub-path (Y, Z , . . .

Mi , Si ) are recursively performed with sub-matrix M ′′
f .

For instance as shown in Figure 8(a), a route (S, e, B, g, a, D) with M f is split into two

sub-paths, (S, e) and (B, g, a, D), with M ′
f and M ′′

f . since
←→
eB has eight free time slots. The

QoS requirement is 51 bytes per cycle time. As illustrated in Figure 8(a), DM3 is reserved
to L(e, B), and DM3 is recursively reserved to L(S, e). Sub-matrix M ′′

f for (B, g, a, D) is
split into (B, g) and (a, D) after DM3 is allocated to L(g, a). Finally, three DM1 packets are
reserved in L(B, g) and one DM3 is allocated to L(a, D).

After performing the time-slot reservation operation, the destination node replies with a
REPly (RREP) packet from the destination node to the source node to reserve time slots with
the QoS requirement and which releases all unrelated time slots in all other routes. The time
complexity of the credit-based algorithm is given.

Lemma 1. If n hops exist in a route from a source to the destination, then the time complexity
of the credit-based algorithm is O((m · p)n), where m is the number of all free time slots that
can be used for a traffic pattern, and p is the permutation number of all traffic patterns.

Proof: As there are n hops in a route, then our matrix is constructed from n rows. Therefore,
the time complexity of the credit-based algorithm is O((m · p)n).

3.2.2. Optimal Algorithm
To provide an optimal solution for constructing a QoS route, an optimal algorithm is pre-
sented as follows. Given route (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X, Y, Z . . . , Mi , si ) and matrix M f ,
the optimal time slot reservation is given.

(E1) Every link L(X, Y ) is selected from (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X, Y, Z . . . , Mi , si ) by
splitting (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X, Y, Z . . . , Mi , si ) with matrix M f into the two
sub-paths, (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X ) and (Y, Z , . . . , Mi , si ), with the two sub-matrices,
M ′

f and M ′′
f , where M f = M ′

f + M ′′
f .

(E2) A credit-based scheme is applied to reserve time slots on link L(X, Y ). This work takes
a computation time of O(m · p).

(E3) The time-slot reservation operations of steps E1 and E2 are recursively carried out
on sub-path (s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X ) with sub-matrix M ′

f until all links in sub-path
(s0, M1, s1, M2, . . . , W, X ) have been selected for the time-slot reservation.
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Figure 9. Examples of time-slot reservation in link L(e, B).

(E4) The time slot reservation operations of steps E1 and E2 are recursively carried out on sub-
path (Y, Z . . . , Mi , si ) with sub-matrix M ′′

f until all links in sub-path (Y, Z , . . . , Mi , si )
have been selected for time-slot reservation.

All of the above recursive operations can be represented as a traversal tree as shown
in Figure 9. This tree is named the time-slot reservation tree. For example as shown in
Figure 9, to easily express the reservation operation, a, b, c, d, and e are used to indicate
links L(S, e), L(e, B), L(B, g), L(g, a), and L(a, d), respectively. The root of the tree is rep-
resented as abcde. After choosing links a, b, c, d, and e for the time-slot reservations, the
children nodes of the root, bcde, a cde, ab de, abc e, and abcd, form the first level of the tree.
The tree is constructed by recursively expanding all possible children nodes of every node on
each level of the tree. Every path from the root to a leaf node produces a time-slot reserva-
tion pattern. For instance, the leftmost path, comprised of links a, b, c, and d, is a time-slot
reservation pattern. The second one is comprised of links a, b, c, and e. For instance, detailed
time-slot reservations for selecting links b and d(L(e, B) and L(g, a)) are given in Figs. 10
and 11.

The total number of nodes of the tree is n!, where the hop number of the original route is
n. Therefore, the time complexity of the optimal algorithm is O(m · p)n!).

Lemma 2. If n hops exist in a route from a source to the destination, then the time complexity
of the optimal algorithm is O((m · p)n!), where m is number of all free time slots that can be
used for a traffic pattern and p is permutation number of all traffic patterns.

However, the centralized QoS on-demand routing protocol suffers from a scalability prob-
lem in that all route paths and their time-slot information are stored in BQ REQ packets. To
reduce the scalability problem, a simple distributed QoS on-demand QoS routing protocol
based on the centralized credit-based (CCQ) algorithm was developed in Section 4.
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Figure 10. All conditions of time slot reservation of the optimal algorithm.

4. A Distributed On-Demand QoS Routing Protocol

This section presents a distributed credit-based QoS (DCQ) routing protocol. The DCQ proto-
col is directly modified from the CCQ protocol. In the DCQ protocol, a hop-by-hop distributed
algorithm is designed by adopting the advantages of the credit-based algorithm.

The DCQ protocol floods a BQ REQ packet every three hops and performs a time-slot reser-
vation operation. The time-slot reservation packet (TSRP) is sent back through the preceding
nodes to confirm the time-slot reservation. The detail definition of the time-slot reservation
packet (TSRP) is given in Table 3. The above operation is repeatedly executed until arriving
at the destination node; in this way, a QoS route is constructed.

In our DCQ algorithm, an extra field is appended, hop counter (HC), which limits the current
BQ REQ packet to three hops. The new BQ REQ packet is redefined as BQ REQ(S ADDR,
D ADDR, FT, PL, FTSL, BR, HC, TTL). The TSRP is defined as TSRP(S ADDR, D ADDR,
BQPL, TSRL, TTL). The DCQ algorithm is formally given as follows.

(F1) Source node S initiates and floods the BQ REQ(S ADDR = S, D ADDR = D, FT =
{α1, α2, . . . , αk1

}, PL = {}, FTSL = {}, BR, HC = 1, TTL) packet in a Bluetooth scatternet,
where D is the destination node, and HC is the hop counter.
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Figure 11. Examples of time-slot reservation in link L(g, a).

(F2) When node e receives a BQ REQ(S ADDR = S, D ADDR = D, current FT, current PL,
current FTSL, BR, current HC, current TTL) packet from node e′ in a Bluetooth scat-
ternet, after determining the value for current FTSL, BR, current HC, and current TTL,
some situations are evaluated.

(G1) If the TTL is equal to zero and node e is not equal to D ADDR of the BQ REQ packet,
then the current BQ REQ packet is dropped.

(G2) If the shared free time slots {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3
} of link

←→
e′e cannot satisfy the QoS

requirement, BR, then the current BQ REQ packet is dropped.
(G3) If the HC is smaller than three, node e calculates the shared free time slots {γ1, γ2, . . . ,

γk3
} of link

←→
e′e , then adds the value to the field of FTSL. Moreover, the value of

Table 3. Detail definition of a TSRP packet

Packet field Field description

S ADDR Current node address

D ADDR Preceding third node address acquired from the PL of the BQ REQ packet

BQPL Path list with information of the preceding three hops acquired from the PL of the

BQ REQ packet

TSRL All information of reserved time slots for the preceding three nodes

TTL Time to live: hop-length within three hops
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the HC is increased and the other fields of the BQ REQ, such as the PL and TTL
are updated. Finally, the BQ REQ(S, D, itself FT, {current PL, e}, current FTSL
∪{γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3}, BR, current HC+1, current TTL−1) packet is reconstructed and
forwarded to all neighboring nodes.

(G4) If the HC is equal to three, then node e performs steps F3 and F4 to execute the
time-slot reservation.

(F3) Node e acquires all shared free time-slot lists from the FTSL in the BQ REQ. Matrix M f

is constructed by three adjacent links: L(W, X ), L(X, Y ), and L(Y, Z ).

(H1) To select link L(X, Y ), matrix M f is split into two submatrices, M ′
f and M ′′

f , where
M f = M ′

f +M ′′
f , M ′

f contains only link L(W, X ), and M ′′
f contains only link L(Y, Z ).

(H2) The credit value of P(δ)L(X,Y ),L(Y,Z ) + P(δ)L(X,Y ),L(W,X ) is calculated to perform the
credit-based time-slot reservation.

(F4) After successful time-slot reservation, the following operations are executed.

(I1) Node e recalculates the shared free time slots {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3} of link
←→
e′e . Then,

node e reconstructs the BQ REQ(S ADDR= S, D ADDR= D, itself FT, {current PL,
e}, {γ1, γ2, . . . , γk3}, BR, HC= 2, current TTL−1) packet and forwards it to the next
hop until the destination node receives the BQ REQ packet or the TTL is equal to
zero.

(I2) Node e constructs a TSRP(S ADDR, D ADDR, BQPL, TSRL, TTL) which con-
tains the result of the time-slot reservation for the preceding three nodes. Node e
sends the TSRP back through the preceding three nodes to confirm the time-slot
reservation.

For example as shown in Figure 12(a), node g receives the BQ REQ packet and performs
the time-slot reservation since the value of HC is 3. The distributed time-slot reservation for
(S,e,B,g) is executed as illustrated in Figure 13(a). After that, node D receives the BQ REQ
packet from g as shown in Figure 12(b), and a distributed time-slot reservation for (B, g, a,
D) is again executed as shown in Figure 13(b). The time complexity of the DCQ algorithm is
given.

Lemma 3. If n hops exist in a route from a source to the destination, then the time complexity
of the DCQ algorithm is O((m · p)n), where m is number of all free time slots that can be used
for a traffic pattern and p is the permutation number of all traffic patterns.

Proof: The local three-hop computation time is O((m · p)2). The total number of the time
slots reserved is about n

2
. Therefore, the total computation time of the DCQ algorithm is

O((m · p)n).

5. Performance Analysis

Our study mainly presents a new credit-based time-slot reservation protocol. To evaluate our
credit-based protocol and Kim et al.’s protocol [17], we implemented them using the Network
Simulator (ns-2) [19] and BlueHoc [20].
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Figure 12. QoS route-discovery operation using the DCQ approach.

Figure 13. Time slots reserved step-by-step using the DCQ approach.
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Table 4. Detailed simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Number of Bluetooth devices 18

Network region 17 × 17 m2

Radio propagation range 10 m

Mobility No

Cycle time 16 time slots

Packet type DM1 or DM3 or DM5

QoS requirements DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1: 1: 1

DM1: DM3: DM5 = 3: 1: 1

DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1: 3: 1

DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1: 1: 3

Figure 14. Success rate vs. the number of QoS requests.

In the following simulation, we used KIM, COQ, CCQ, and DCQ to denote Kim et al.’s
algorithm [17], our centralized optimal QoS algorithm, our centralized credit-based QoS al-
gorithm, and our distributed credit-based QoS algorithm, respectively. The system parameters
are given in Table 4. For instance, four QoS requirement patterns of DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1:
1: 1, 3: 1: 1, 1: 3: 1, and 1: 1: 3 were used. The QoS requirement pattern used was DM1:
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Figure 15. Success rates of (a) CCQ and (b) KIM vs. different cycle times.

Figure 16. Slot occupation vs. the number of QoS requests.

DM3: DM5 = 1: 1: 3 to indicate that the probability of data transmission using packet DM5
is higher than those of DM1 and DM3, while DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1: 1: 1 indicates the same
probabilities of data transmission of using the DM1, DM3, and DM5 packets. The performance
metrics of the simulation are given below.
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Figure 17. Throughput vs. the number of QoS requests.

• Success rate: the number of successful QoS route requests divided by the total number of
QoS route requests.

• Bandwidth efficiency: the average number of data bytes which can be transmitted per time
slot for a successful QoS route.

• Slot occupation: the average number of time slots occupied by a successful QoS route.
• Throughput: the number of data bytes received by all Bluetooth devices per unit time.

It is worth mentioning that an efficient on-demand QoS routing protocol over Bluetooth
WPANs is achieved with a high success rate, a high bandwidth efficiency, a lower slot occu-
pation, and high throughput. In the following, we illustrate our simulation results for success
rate, bandwidth efficiency, slot occupation, and throughput from several aspects.

5.1. PERFORMANCE OF SUCCESS RATE

We first investigated the effect of various numbers of QoS requests. Figure 14 shows the success
rate vs. number of QoS requests for four QoS requirement scenarios: DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1:
1: 1, 3: 1: 1, 1: 3: 1, and 1: 1: 3 as respectively illustrated in Figure 14(a), (b), (c), and (d). In
general, COQ, CCQ, and DCQ had higher success rates than did KIM. This is because KIM
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Figure 18. The bandwidth efficiency vs. the number of QoS requests.

wastes too many POLL time slots using DM1 packets. For instance, if a QoS requirement is
136 bytes/cycle time, KIM uses eight time slots (136/17 = 8 DM1) and eight POLL packets.
To satisfy the QoS requirement, only DM1 packets are used in KIM. It is possible that KIM
consumes most of the time slots for the POLL time slots in a cycle time, therefore the success
rate quickly decreases. The low success rate for KIM seriously occurred in the case of DM1:
DM3: DM5 = 1: 1: 3 as shown in Figure 14(d).

On the other hand, COQ, CCQ, and DCQ consider the QoS requirement using different
packet types of DM5, DM3, and DM1; therefore, the utilization of POLL packets in a cycle
time is lower than KIM. This leads to COQ, CCQ, and DCQ having better success rates than
KIM. Generally speaking, the success rate of COQ > that of CCQ > that of DCQ > that of
KIM as illustrated in Figure 14. This is because DCQ is a distributed algorithm, and COQ
and CCQ are centralized algorithms. Figure 14 shows that the average success rate for KIM is
about 66% of the average success rates of COQ, CCQ, and DCQ. Also with various numbers
of QoS requests as shown in Figure 15, we studied the success rate with different values for
cycle time. Figure 15 was obtained for the traffic pattern of DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1: 1: 1 for
CCQ and KIM. It is obvious that our CCQ scheme had a higher success rate than KIM under
different cycle times.
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5.2. PERFORMANCE OF SLOT OCCUPATION

Figure 16 gives the simulation results of slot occupation vs. the number of QoS requests un-
der four QoS requirement scenarios. Basically, the slot occupation of COQ < that of CCQ
< that of DCQ < that of KIM for the four QoS requirement scenarios illustrated in Fig-
ure 16. The simulation results show that the average slot occupation of COQ, CCQ, and
DCQ was about 57% that of KIM. It is interested that in the case of DM1: DM3: DM5 =
1: 1: 3, COQ, CCQ, and DCQ had approximately the same slot occupation rates. This indi-
cates that under the high QoS requirement scenario, we can use DCQ or CCQ protocol to
have the good performance in slot occupation and by avoiding the high computation time
if using COQ protocol. The performance of slot occuption of DCQ is better than that of
CCQ.

5.3. PERFORMANCE OF THROUGHPUT

Figure 17 shows throughput vs. the number of QoS requests under four QoS requirement
scenarios. The higher the success rate is, the higher the throughput will be. For instance,
when the number of QoS requests was fewer than seven, the success rates of our schemes
were greater than 90% as illustrated in Figure 14(a), then the throughput of our schemes
gradually increased as shown Figure 17(a). But when the number of QoS requests increased,
the success rate dropped as illustrated in Figure 14(a), throughput slowly increased as shown
in Figure 17(a). Fig 17 shows that the throughput of COQ > that of CCQ > that of DCQ >

that of KIM for the four QoS requirement scenarios. In addition, Figure 17(a), (c), and (d)
show the lower performance of KIM when the number of QoS requests increases. Observe
that the wastage of POLL time slots is more serious the higher the QoS requirement is. That
is, the order of wastage of POLL time slots is DM1: DM3: DM5 = 3: 1: 1 < 1: 1: 1 <

1: 3: 1 < 1: 1: 3. Therefore, the number of successful connections for supporting the QoS
requirement decreases for the case of DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1: 1: 3. Therefore, KIM had the
lowest throughput. This also explains why DM1: DM3: DM5 = 3: 1: 1 has smooth curves
for the success rate and throughput in Figures 14(b) and 17(b), respectively. Figure 17 shows
that the average throughput of KIM was about 50% of those values for COQ, CCQ, and
DCQ.

5.4. PERFORMANCE OF BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY

Figure 18 shows the bandwidth efficiency vs. number of QoS requests under four QoS require-
ment scenarios. Basically, Figure 18 illustrates that the bandwidth efficiency of COQ > that
of CCQ > that of DCQ > that of KIM for the four QoS requirement scenarios. Based on the
same reason that KIM only adopts DM1 packets and thus wastes POLL time slots, our scheme
adopts DM1, DM3, and DM5 packets, and therefore the bandwidth efficiency can be improved
as shown in Figure 18. Basically, the lower the QoS requirement is, the lower the bandwidth
efficiency of our scheme will be. For instance, DM1: DM3: DM5 = 3: 1: 1 had the lowest
bandwidth efficiency of our scheme (24 ∼ 26 bytes/slot). The higher the QoS requirement is,
the better bandwidth efficiency of our scheme will be. For instance, DM1: DM3: DM5 = 1: 1:
3 had the best bandwidth efficiency of our scheme (28 30 bytes/slot). Finally, Figure 18 shows
that the average bandwidth efficiency of KIM was about 66% of those values for COQ, CCQ,
and DCQ.
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In summary, a new on-demand QoS routing protocol is achieved with a high success rate,
high bandwidth efficiency, lower slot occupation, and high throughput, especially with high
QoS data requirements.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we address on-demand QoS routing and interpiconet scheduling problems. Dif-
ferent packet types have different bandwidth utilization levels. The basic idea of our developed
protocol is to take advantage from the different types of Bluetooth packets that allow obtain-
ing different bandwidth utilization levels, in contrast with previous works in which only DM1
packets are used, deriving in a lower bandwidth utilization. A centralized credit-based QoS
routing protocol was mainly developed which considers different Bluetooth packet types. This
work mainly improves the bandwidth utilization of Bluetooth scatternets. The interpiconet
scheduling problem can also be resolved by our CCQ approach. However, the centralized
algorithm incurs the scalability problem. To alleviate the scalability problem, a distributed
algorithm is also investigated in this work. The performance of CCQ protocol is better than
that of DCQ protocol. In addition, the simulation result illustrates that our CCQ and DCQ pro-
tocols had better performance compared to Kim et al.’s approach. The QoS scheduling may
be designed in the L2CAP to possibly implement our scheduling scheme in actual Bluetooth
devices.
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